
Islington U3a Architectural walk:  
Between Finsbury and Clerkenwell.  
April 15th 2021: 10.30 on zoom. 
 
We start with a building we have visited before: the old Finsbury Town Hall 

where some of us will have tied the knot. On a tight site bounded by 3 roads 

there is no backside (where the ugly elements can be hidden.) The building 

explodes outwards with bulging bay windows set in recessed openings in the 

piano nobile, exaggerated chimney stacks and two different flatiron corners 

both flaunted.  

 

The style is Flemish renaissance revival with its hallmark red brick and 

curved gables. Look at the incredible variety of building shapes forms, 

windows and cill heights all clashing together. Symmetry is abandoned as the 

different functions inside vie for their correct position and lighting. But the 

heterogeneity works, held together by the red bricks. The explosive energy 

and red brick reminds me of a modern pioneer from 1965: the Leicester University engineering 

building by Stirling and Gowan. 

 

Continuing South West on Rosebery Avenue, look to the left at no 70. It again uses red brick mixed 

with terracotta, but is a more restrained composition. The piano nobile (first floor) dominates by 

virtue of 4 large round arched windows; the ground floor lies suppressed below because of the varied 

openings and use of 3 centred arches over the entry openings in addition to the round arches over the 

smaller windows. The off-centre gable and entry  undermine the visual punch of the façade.  

 

Turn left on Yardley street to see the Exmouth Arms (1915) 

with its wonderfully preserved glazed tiling at ground floor and 

upper floor panels. Note the treatment of the chamfered street 

corner used for signage, the stained glass in the upper part of 

ground floor windows, the beautifully raised lettering on tiles 

and the use of a dark coloured paint to help the window frames 

recede visually. 

 

 

Turn to see Our Most Holy Redeemer Church. Designed in 1888 by John 

Sedding with Henry Wilson, to Anglo-Catholic requirements, embodied 

in the Oxford or tractarian movement in, what was then, a poor area of 

London. The grand church was designed to impress and awe the 

neighbourhood. The Oxford movement  emphasized sacraments and 

church heirachy in contrast to the influential liberal Wesleyite evangelical 

priorities of preaching and biblical teaching. Hence the Italianate 

influenced design associated with Catholicism and the long aisle and 

interior stressing the heirachy modelled on Brunelleschi’s early 

renaissance Santo Spirito in Florence.  

 

The separated campanile or bell tower is another device imported from Italy’s catholic churches.The 

leaning tower of Pisa and St Marks in Venice are famous examples. Sedding was very involved with 

the arts and crafts movement but designed in a variety of styles like most Victorian architects. Note 

the arts and crafts inspired use of thin tiles to form elegant arches, the banded brickwork and stone 

below the pedimented extended roof derived from Inigo Jones’s St Paul’s, Covent Garden. 

Incidentally the banded brickwork was taken up by the Italian architect Mario Botta in the 1980’s and 

has since become a device pirated by many architects. Note the unusual change of scale of the 

windows on the different floors of the tower.  



 

Turn right and then left to walk down Pine street to look left at the Michael 

Palin centre for stammering. There’s no stammering in this bold simple 

design featuring a heavy entry portico successfully pushed up above the 

roof. 

 

Opposite is Catherine Griffiths Court. The corner with Vineyard walk is 

addressed with a 3 storey square red brick and white tile block. The crude 

tiled gables and the relegation of windows to mere holes in the wall are 

unfortunate. 

 

Walk through the gate to find a 

modern classic in serious disrepair: Finsbury Health centre 

designed by Berthold Lubetkin (1935-1938) This combined a 

socialist and architecturally modern agenda, providing free 

health care (a decade ahead of the NHS) for a poor 

community in a revolutionary open and bright design.  

 

Lubetkin, working within the Tecton practice which was 

employed by Finsbury Council to design the 2 housing 

estates which we have already visited: Spa Green and Bevin 

Court. 

 

Walk to the end of the road to see 16-17 Bowling Green Lane built in 1877 for a printer. It was 

renovated for the offices of Piers Gough’s architectural firm CZWG who have subsequently moved to 

Roman Road. An extraordinary building with heavily emphasized piers running the height of the 

building terminating in chimneys. The bays between are crowned with decorated pediments. 

 

Turn left on Bowling Green lane to find Bowling Green Lane school, now occupied by Zaha Hadid 

architects. (Architects pioneered the gentrification of this area 30 years ago). Unusual for Victorian 

London schools it is only 2 storeys. Note the false round arches over the more typical segmental 

arches, and the elaborate gables.  

 

Turn left at Northampton road to see the single storey 3 corners 

sports facility buried in concrete like a nuclear bunker. Opposite: the 

murals on the ground floor windows of the London metropolitan 

archives building. Do these make up for losing the transparency of 

clear glass ? Continue on via Skinner street to the junction with St 

John street.   

 

At the junction on 

the right note the Peasant Pub. Look at the special 

bricks used for the lintols over the windows and the 

moulded red bricks used just under the cornice. A 

mansard roof is hidden behind the balustrading above 

the cornice.  

 

The entries on both sides are emphasized by an 

elegant modelled wood frame and an arched gable 

above. Turn briefly left to go up St John Street to see 

the Finsbury Library.  

 



Conceived as a cultural centre for the Borough in 1965 with a 

lecture hall, designed by C.L. Franck, the street elevation is 

beautifully composed with a display window projecting out, 

blue columns supporting the overhanging upper floor outlined 

in a white frame on the curve.  

 

Retrace your steps back to turn left at Percival street past the 

street side of council blocks we saw in an earlier walk on the 

right and the Brunswick Close estate on the left with its open 

space fronting the street.  

 

The gridded windowed cells alternate between brick and blue 

balustrading on the 13 storey blocks with a softer green for the 6 

storeys. The open space created by the high rise buildings has been 

fenced restricting access to residents. ?  

 

Continue on past a new red and 

grey block on the corner with 

Malta street. Unusually the 

panels are arranged vertically 

and the windows slotted in to 

give the impression of a mosaic. 

 

Turn left on Goswell road past 

old warehouses on the left to 

marvel at the glass prism at the junction with Sebastian street. 

This is City University’s law school designed by Wilkinson Eyre.  

 

This is designed to high green credentials: green roofs, 

harvesting rainwater, ground source heating and cooling, solar 

panels and energy efficient lighting. Note the shading controls 

just inside the glazed exterior walls. A time lapse video of 

construction is available here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9D1dTaAYs6w. 

 

Continue up Sebastian street to see the contrasting brick 

building with heavily recessed windows used for the rear 

part of the law school. We come out in attractively treed 

Northampton Square. Look over to the right to see a 

college building probably from the eighties with long 

horizontal ribbons of brick and glass.  

 

Go straight across the square into Wyclif street with an 

older university building. Utilising  red brick with stone 

accents, this Edwardian building is softened by the use of 

convex porticos at entries, a detailed façade to the square 

with round arches at first floor level and striated stone and   

                                                                     brick coursing above.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9D1dTaAYs6w


On the left St Peter’s vicarage (1874) using London stock brick and 

stone in a stripped down gothic revival style with unusual hexagonal 

motifs above windows. 

 

Turn right on St John street to pass the 

front of the City College building with 

its magnificent baroque cupola atop 

the tower knitting together two 

disparate buildings on either side. Note 

the heavily overscaled piers and 

massive windows on the part of the 

building on the far side of the tower.   

 

At the junction with Whiskin street note 

the Rhind Social science building by 

Stanton Williams architects in 2004. A 

fully glazed elevation divided between 

clear and opaque glass gives the 

building a somewhat faceless    

                                                    distancing quality.  

 

Turn left onto Whiskin 

and right on Gloucester 

Way to see, on the corner 

with Myddleton street, the 

Myddleton building of 

LSE. This is an unusually subtly composed modern 

building with 7 storey wings has a vertical emphasis to 

the window openings counteracted by recessed 

horizontal brick banding . The use of concrete window 

surrounds showing a finer scale increases as the 

building rises linking naturally to the set back seventh 

floor all in concrete.  
 

Step back to the other end of Gloucester Way to go under the Michael 

Cliffe tower. There are spectacular views from the top floor. Exit on the 

far side of the block to check out the Finsbury estate from 1965. This is 

a mix of single, 4, 9 and 23 storey blocks clad in precast concrete, with 

its characteristic grey opening up public space for the occupants and 

locals. Is this better than fencing it in as at Brunswick Close ? Has this 

space been designed and maintained well ? Are the high flats a better 

way to provide housing than the 3 and 4 storeys that dominated council 

building after 1975 ? 

 

Walk across Skinner street to Spa Fields and check out the strangely 

shaped park building with its roof coming down to the ground. We have 

come to the end of our walk. 

 
 

 

  



Walk Map: 

 

 
 

Zoom Details: 

 

 
Zoom details: 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87350738679?pwd=QVE2SDRsN3hTQSt6dWE2NnBTWlR4QT09 
Meeting ID: 873 5073 8679   
Passcode: 783436 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87350738679?pwd=QVE2SDRsN3hTQSt6dWE2NnBTWlR4QT09

